
conservatory designs

...whatever the weather!



Weatherglaze can offer you an unrivalled range of  designs and choices, combined with proven quality and 
reliability. We design and manufacture all of  the components within our facility in Gorey, Co Wexford, under the 
most stringent quality conditions, to provide you with a long-lasting and attractive addition to your home.

This brochure is merely a brief  look at the vast range of  options that can be made available, and we offer a full 
design and technical advice service, to ensure that your project runs as smoothly as possible.

Weatherglaze can offer over 20 years experience and continuity providing quality products and solutions and we 
are confident that you can join our many satisfied customers.

Weatherglaze.........making your dreams reality.
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Rigorous testing conducted at the BBA facilities.

Unique Ultraframe ventilation system to provide year 
round comfort.

All Weatherglaze products are manufactured to the highest 
standards and we are fully accredited by the Irish Agrément 
Board and have achieved the ISO 9001:2000 quality mark.

We have adopted the Ultraframe roofing system to complement 
the windows and doors and provide a complete conservatory 
solution.

Ultraframe roofing systems are the market leading provider in 
the UK marketplace and are tested and approved by the British 
Board of  Agrément who gave the roof  “ a life expectancy of  at 
least 25 years”.

The Ultraframe system is subject to over 283 patents and 
incorporates a whole range of  unique features and benefits 
including the most advanced ventilation control system 
currently available.



The 3 and 5 facet style is a classical Victorian conservatory. Its versatility and pleasing aesthetics make it 
suitable for almost all applications.

02    Victor ian Style  Designs

Victorian Style Designs
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04    Edwardian & Georgian  Designs

Edwardian & Georgian Designs

Georgian conservatories offer a clean and simple look with strong bold lines. The hip fronted corners of  the 
Georgian style conservatory give optimum space for a given plan area and maximise the interior fl oor space.
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06    P&T - Shape  Designs

Combining a mix of  lean-to and Victorian styles, a ‘P’ or ‘T’ conservatory is the ideal choice for the larger 
conservatory.

The lean-to section can feature a gable in fi ll frame or can be hipped back.

‘P’ & ‘T’ - Shape Designs

P
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T

A ‘P’ or ‘T’ shape is ideal for maximum space whilst maintaining a sense of  proportion applicable to the existing 
dwelling.



08    Gable Front  Designs

A gable fronted conservatory offers a distinctive and different alternative. When combined with a steeper pitched 
glass roof, they offer stunning looks that are unsurpassed.

Gable Front Designs
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10     Special  Appl icat ion  Designs

The Weatherglaze conservatory system is highly adaptable and can accommodate a signifi cant variety of  
options. If  you have a particular requirement please do not hesitate to consult with your installer for specialist and 
professional advice.

Special Application Designs
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Creative Solutions 

Creat ive  Solut ions     13

Round-a-corner maximises the available space.

A corner in-fi ll opens up hidden opportunities



14    Decorat ive  Opt ions

Choose from a range of  decorative Crestings and Finials to 
give that touch of  individuality.

Decorative Options

Tie-Bars provide structural strength and attractive internal 
detail, when required.

A wide range of  decorative internal finishes are available 
depending on your conservatory specification.

Please consult with your installer for more details.



Environment Control

Unique Eaves Beam Ventilation

Environment  Control      15

Active Ridge Ventilation

Automatic Powered Ridge Fan Unit

With its preset thermostat the powered Ridgeflow unit can 
help control the internal temperature automatically without 
compromising security

A wide range of  fans is available.

Please consult with your installer for more details of  the 
styles available.

Summer or Winter, the atmosphere in the conservatory must be comfortable, so adequate ventilation is vital. A steady flow of  
air is essential to minimise condensation. In addition, fans, roof  vents and Ridgeflow are available to assist the movement of  air.



16    Technical  Informat ion

Roofs pre-built and tested in factory. BBA extreme weather testing to 100 mph.

Complete Structural Integrity

The government test agency, the British Board of  Agrément (BBA) 
stated ‘the conservatory roofs will have a life of  at least 25 years.’
When you sit in your conservatory, no one can imagine what the 
weather will impose on your roof. Over an average 25 years, it 
would include:

• 15,300mm of rainfall

• 450 days with snow falling

• 57 days of hail the size of peas

• 9125 days with temperatures in the range of 
 -15oC in winter to +35oC in summer

• 300 visits by window cleaners, house painters 
 and aerial riggers

So you can see why it needs to be tough. When the wind blows 
on to the face of  a conservatory there is a consequent build-up 
of  pressure on the back face.  As it is deflected over the roof  
and round the sides the reduction in pressure creates suction in 
these areas. Careful design is needed to ensure the integrity of  the 
whole structure and to prevent water ingress.

In winds of  110mph and heavy rainfall, equivalent to the worst 
UK conditions, the BBA gave the roofing system a 25 year life 
expectancy. Typically, the roof  is designed in line with British 

Standards to support an imposed load of  75 kilogrammes per m2 

equivalent to 600mm or 24” of  snow in one fall or the equivalent of  
one and a half  bags of  cement per m2. On a typical conservatory 
that is three quarters of  a tonne of  cement.  In remote areas of  the 
Highlands and Islands even greater loads are designed for. The 
combination of  these factors means that the roof  has to be strong, 
durable and attractive.

Each roof  is carefully specified from a portfolio of  3500 components, 
ensuring maximum structural performance.

The roof  system comprises structural aluminium profiles which 
have bolted joints rather than poorer quality screws which are 
often employed.  Each structural aluminium profile is then capped 
and clad with pvc-u; these items are known as thermal claddings 
and they minimise the formation of  condensation.

Technical Information
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Light conditions and warmth will be greatly affected by 
location.

Take care to select a tried and tested roof. The roof  system 
has been loaded with the equivalent of  1.5 bags of  cement 
per metre2. This is 1.5 times greater than required by 
building regulations.

Statutory Obligations

All roofs are designed in accordance with all relevant British 
Standards and Codes of  Practice.

BS 6399 : Part 3: 1988 Snow loading for buildings

CP 3: Chapter V: Part 2: 1972 Wind loadings

CP 118: BS 8118  Structural use of aluminium 

BS5516: Overhead Glazing.

Planning Permission and Local Authority Building Regulation 
Approval is generally not required.  It is always advisable to ask your 
conservatory installer to check with the Local Authority to see if  an 
application is necessary.  This freeing of  the market has meant that 
any inspection previously done by Councils is no longer necessary 
and this leaves you in the hands of  the installer.  Ensure that you ask 
the installer to specify the most tried and tested system.

Specific guidelines from the Irish Department of Planning include:

• The original floor area of the house is not increased by more  
 than 40 metres.

• Any extension is at least 2m from any boundary

• Any extension does not reduce the area of private open  
 space, to less than 25 square metres.

For more detailed information please contact the Department of  the 
Environment, Heritage and Local Government. www.environ.ie

Minimal Maintenance
Your conservatory roof  is constructed from high strength 
aluminium profiles to carry all snow and wind loads.  The interior 
and exterior of  your conservatory is decoratively capped and 
thermally clad with pvc-u. This means minimal maintenance.  
Beyond an annual wash down with soapy water and the clearing 
of  leaves from the gutter, nothing else is needed. There’s no rot, 
no rust, no fading, no touching up. The glazing fitted throughout 
the roof  incorporates ‘dry-seal’ gaskets and snap fit claddings 
meaning no chance of  leaks or the need for remedial call-backs 
by your installer. Modern technology also means that pvc-u, 
previously only available in white, brown and woodgrain, can be 
factory coated with a maintenance free selection of  colour finishes. 
Safety and Security against intrusion. When double glazed glass 
units are used in the roof, they are required to meet full safety 
glazing material to BS6206.  If  polycarbonate glazing material is 
specified, this is strong and shatterproof. The polycarbonate or 
glass sheets cannot be removed from the roof  without the use of  
a special tool to lift the ‘glazing security bead’.

The roof  system comprises structural aluminium profiles which 
have bolted joints rather than poorer quality screws which are 
often employed.  Each structural aluminium profile is then capped 
and clad with pvc-u; these items are known as thermal claddings 
and they minimise the formation of  condensation.
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Weatherglaze Systems, Clonattin Road, Gorey, Co. Wexford, Ireland   Tel: 055 83055

 Please contact your nearest Weatherglaze distributor for more details. 

www.weatherglaze.ie


